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								Asian women don’t cease to captivate foreign men with their beauty. Mail-order brides from the Celestial Empire are known for their snow-white skin, deep black hair, gorgeous eyes, and delicate figure. Apart from their external data, they have a rich inner world. They’re feminine, well-mannered, and educated, honoring their ancestors’ traditions and respecting others’ customs. Are you willing to get an Asian woman, but the distance is an obstacle for you? Find out how you can find Chinese brides even in Minnesota?

Do Chinese women like Americans?

There are a lot of Chinese girls in the United States. Most girls come to America to get a good education, but in addition to their studies, foreign brides manage to raise relationships with American singles. Statistically, Chinese Americans are the largest origin group in the USA, with 5.4 million people. So what does attract Asians to local guys? Let’s find out!

	Appearance. Chinese women are short and fragile, so the average American is already a real man. Tall and muscular (well, if he takes care of his figure), he stands out significantly against the Asians. Also, Chinese girls are crazy about white skin, so if you’re blond and fair-skinned, you’ll have no shortage of Asian brides.
	Attitude towards the girl. American men know how to take care of girls. Where a Chinese man can ignore, an American will help, support, or listen to a girl or say compliments about her new hairstyle or outfit.
	Family values. Although Americans are hard-working, most men still put family first. Also, Americans treat their wives as equals and don’t mind helping them with child-rearing or household chores. At the same time, most Chinese husbands think that the man’s job is to make money, and the woman takes care of the house and brings up the kids.


Places to find find Chinese brides in Minnesota

If you’ve already Googled how to make a move on a girl and want to get some practice, here are a few places to meet a Chinese bride in Minnesota.



Offline

Despite worldwide digitization, a lot of guys prefer to meet face-to-face. Here’s the list of some win-win offline places:

	Bars and nightclubs. The atmosphere is conducive to getting to know each other. But clubs aren’t the best option if you’re eager to find a wife and not a lady for a one-night stand. Generally, dating in those places usually ends the following day.
	Parks. You can go for a walk in the park and start a conversation, but only if you have enough courage; as a rule, ladies prefer strolling with their friends.
	Universities. You’ll look strange in a crowd of young people if you’re no longer a student, but you can try.
	Sightseeing. Here you can meet girls living in the city or coming for business and walk around the city in their free time.


Online

If you’re not brave enough to walk up to a girl and talk, online options suit you the best.

	Dating websites. On these platforms, you can find girls who live in Minnesota as well as those who are just planning to come. Although you don’t want to limit yourself, you can buy a bride in China and visit her.
	Forums. If you have a hobby, you can visit some forums and maybe find a couple of girls who share your interests. You may run into ladies who also like fishing or motorcycle races, but you can’t be sure they’re Chinese.
	Local groups. Your social networks definitely have groups where local issues are actively discussed. Scrolling through the comments, you might come across an attractive profile.


How to get a Chinese bride online?



However, the most effective and win-win option is to sign up on a specialized dating site. First of all, there are a lot of Chinese women there. Secondly, they’re definitely interested in dating. So, here’s a step-by-step guide on how to meet Chinese women online.

Pick a dating website

Googling “best dating sites,” don’t register on the first one you see. Read reviews of websites and honest user feedback. Maybe someone you know uses one, and you can ask them.

Fill out your profile

Your profile should be as full as possible so you can filter out undesirable applicants right away. Clearly state what kind of relationship you’re looking for, your interests and what your date should be like, etc. Don’t forget to add your picture. It must be your photo and not some random guy from the Internet. Pick fresh images. It’ll be nice to upload some selfies and full-length photos.

Buy a subscription

Most dating platforms allow you to try out the services for free for a couple of days, but if you’re not satisfied with them, you’ll need to buy a subscription to use all the features without limit. The price can vary from $50 to $150 per month.



Use a search filter

So you don’t have to spend hours looking through profiles of girls, use a search engine, entering all the criteria you need to find the best Chinese mail order brides.

Send a message

Your message should be catchy. If you use a template or just write “Hey, how are you doing?” she’s more likely to ignore it since she gets dozens of messages like that daily. Be original and write at least a couple of lines.

Get a girl interested

When you find a suitable lady and start chatting with her, it doesn’t mean you can just go away. You need to stay interesting for the girl and keep your daily dialogues active. Don’t hesitate to ask her how her day was, talk about your success, offer to discuss something, etc. If you’re boring or silent, your communication will stop after a couple of days.

Finding a Chinese bride isn’t difficult even if you live in America. It all depends on your determination, patience, and persistence. You may fail the first time, but if you remain steadfast in your intentions, you can find Chinese brides and become a happy husband of a charming woman!
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